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From castles to animal masks, pirate ships, and even dinosaurs! You will be amazed at how

much you can do with a simple cardboard box.A DIY projects book for kids that use recycling

as a way to build creativity, imagination, and interactive play for kids aged 7-12. It features clear

step-by-step instructions and detailed photographic explanations that will inspire imaginative

minds.The sky is the limit with Out Of The Box! This book is designed to help kids learn and

play. They will learn about the idea of upcycling and reusing materials that otherwise would be

thrown away.This book has 25 brilliant projects for them to choose from. Detailed instructions

and photographs along with colorful inspiration sheets will delight and inspire for hours of

endless fun. Out Of The Box will help kids develop their creativity and imagination through

interactive play, and inspire them to find a thousand more projects to build.Think Out Of The

Box! A box is just a box, right? Wrong! It could be a pirate ship, a butterfly, or a family of

penguins! Out of the box will encourage kids to see a cardboard box as more than junk. Kids

can build their imaginations and creative skills by reusing household cardboard. Learn to build

and decorate a range of projects to share, wear, and play with.This educational book will show

kids how to:- Develop cardboard skills- Build a castle, city and pirate ship- Design penguins,

butterflies, and rabbits- Create games like ring toss- Produce wearables like Pharaoh's finery

and masks- Decorate funky flowers and lazy lizards- And much, much more!DK is all about

inspiring young minds, teaching them new skills and expanding their knowledge, imaginations,

and perspectives. Help them to realize their true potentials by adding to your DK collection

today.AwardsBook category winner of the Creative Play Award 2017

"Once kids see some of the fun things that they can make out of recycled cardboard, they will

be inspired." — Booklist"With equal emphasis on construction and decoration, it's a book

pitched at both sides of a child's brain." — Publishers Weekly"[S]uch a rich mix of possible

applications—from science to literature, math to art, and social studies to engineering…" —

School Library Journal"Out of the Box is sure to become a great work motivator." — The

Teacher's Desk 6"Any parent knows the power of a cardboard box…Jemma Westing has taken

that idea, and multiplied it tenfold with Out of the Box, a book full of awesome ideas about how

to bring old cardboard boxes to life." — Brightly--This text refers to the hardcover edition.From

School Library JournalGr 3 Up—Westing explores the art of crafting and building with recycled

cardboard packaging. Moving beyond typical dollhouses, playhouses, and race cars, the author

provides detailed projects that will help kids develop fine motor skills through cutting, drawing,

rolling, bending, folding, and more. The crafts spark creativity and inquiry and move students

beyond storebought toys. The content spans the seasons: the "ring toss challenge" and

"balancing butterflies" are great options for spring and summer, while children will enjoy making

the "cardboard theater" on colder days. The colorful imagery and thorough instructions will

pique the interest of upper elementary students and older kids alike. Younger children could

complete these crafts with assistance, and these projects would also fit well with art and math

lessons on shape, proportion, and ratios. Projects such as the "hero's helmet" and "pharaoh's

finery" would supplement literature and history classes. The few photos feature a diverse group

of children. VERDICT With such a rich mix of possible applications—from science to literature,

math to art, and social studies to engineering—this bright and engaging book is a first

purchase for elementary and middle schools and public libraries.—Sarah Knutson, American



Canyon Middle School, CA --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJemma

Westing is an award-winning book designer and paper engineer based in the UK. She has

developed a number of innovative interactive books and modeling kits for children. In 2013,

Jemma set up a not-for-profit initiative called BrilliantBuilds, which runs free workshops to

encourage children to create amazing things with recycled cardboard.--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.Read more
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6CARDBOARD SKILLSUse cardboard boxes and sheets for projects that need sturdy

cardboard.Cardboard tubes come in a variety of sizes.NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR Tissue

boxes and cereal boxes are a great source of thin cardboard for smaller projects. Cardboard is

an incredibly versatile craft material. You can fold it, roll it, cut it, tape it, and paint it to make

exciting things such as colorful lizards, balancing butterflies, robot costumes, and much more.

The projects in this book were inspired by the activities at BrilliantBuilds—a workshop I set up

to offer young families an encouraging space where they can inspire one another and be

creative together. Now you can enjoy these projects, too. Get friends and family members

involved in the larger projects and discover how much fun recycling can be! JEMMA

WESTINGEgg cartons provide a unique cardboard shape to build with.Cardboard sheetsThin

cardboard boxesCardboard tubesEgg carton



CARDBOARD SKILLS7Colored envelopes are a good source of colored paper. GETTING

STARTED The projects in this book use cardboard packaging that you can find lying around

the house. The book will show you how to make recycling fun by building exciting, interactive

models that you can play with afterward. You'll find a list of the materials and tools required at

the start of each project. Once you have everything you need, simply follow the instructions

and see your wonderful creations come together! TYPES OF CARDBOARD Cardboard comes

in many different forms, shapes, and sizes. A box provides a great structure for making many of

the models, and cardboard tubes (taken from rolls of wrapping paper and paper towels)

provide ready-made cylindrical shapes. Molded cardboard, such as egg boxes, shoe formers,

and furniture corner caps offer more interesting shapes, and cereal boxes are an ideal source

of thin card. Try not to throw away any scraps, but store them in a special "off-cuts" box, as

they might come in handy for another project. IGNORE THE PRINT Cereal and tissue boxes

will have designs and logos on them. Don't worry. You can paint over these when you decorate

your model, or you might decide to keep them because they give your build a unique appeal.

OTHER BITS AND PIECES Some projects require additional material besides cardboard,

usually for adding the final touches. Once again, these should be easy to find, but make your

own alternatives if you are struggling to find them.Use tracing paper or thin white paper to copy

templates for making more complex shapes.White paperTracing paper

8 INSIDE YOURCARDBOARD SKILLSTOOLBOX The great thing about building out of

cardboard is that you don't need to invest in specialized tools and equipment. Everything you

need is probably in your desk drawer already, so you should be ready to start right away. It is

important that you use the right kind of tape in each project, and have scissors, rulers, and

paintbrushes of varying sizes so you can make the smaller decorative builds as well as the

large-scale models. Check which type of tape you need before starting a project. Decorate your

models with glitter to add sparkle to them.ScissorsThreadGlue t n g Rulers rPencilS o t a it

rnSpgS tD o i cukb lyet- s iadp eee dt ape

CARDBOARD SKILLS9Colored pencilsFelt tip pens offer an easier option for coloring in Use a

broad paintbrush to decorate your larger models. Use acrylic paints to decorate your models.

Adhesive putty Paints intricate patterns.PaintbrushesFelt tip pensPaint s

10CARDBOARD SKILLS CARDBOARD SKILLS The different ways of cutting, shaping, and

connecting cardboard are all very similar to each other, so once you have learned the basic

principles, you can apply them to all the projects. The projects get more challenging as the

book goes on, so if you're a beginner, start with the first project and see your skills grow as you

work your way through.Each project begins with a panel that includes a useful tip and a dial

that tells you how challenging the project is.Nice and quick! Make several for an eye-catching

display.Difficulty level: EasyDRAWING You’ll mostly be drawing straight lines and basic shapes.

For circles you can draw around a cup, plate, or any other circular object. CUTTING Use a

small pair of scissors to cut thin cardboard and more intricate shapes, and larger scissors to

cut thick pieces of cardboard.A sharp pencil is a great tool for piercing holes. MAKING HOLES

For neat, round holes, pierce cardboard with the tip of a pencil with an eraser or adhesive putty

on the other side so you don't poke the surface below. Adhesive putty CUTTING OUT SHAPES

To cut out a shape, use a sharp pencil to pierce the cardboard, while holding adhesive putty on

the other side to protect your fingers. Then cut the shape out.

CARDBOARD SKILLS11ROLLING To make a tube, lay your cardboard piece on a flat surface



and roll it into the size you want. Then trim off any excess cardboard and tape the edge to

secure the shape.BENDING You can use your hands to bend cardboard into all kinds of curved

shapes and then secure it with tape. Take your time when you bend thick cardboard.SCORING

AND FOLDING To fold thick cardboard, use the blunt tip of your scissors to score along the

fold line first, and always score on the outside of the fold. FLAPS AND TABS Flaps and tabs

are useful for connecting the edges of two cardboard pieces to form a right-angle join. You'll be

using this method frequently.Make tabs when you need to stick cardboard pieces together.

12CARDBOARD SKILLSTAPING GLUING Sticky tape is fine for the small projects, but strong

tape is more suitable for making the larger objects because the joins need to be stronger. For

creating neat, invisible joins in the smaller decorative objects, use glue instead of tape,

especially to stick cardboard onto cardboard. 1Use strong tape to secure the balloon stand to

your work surface.2 BALLOON STAND For the projects that involve making hats, masks, and

headdresses, you can either build directly around your head, which might be tricky unless you

have help, or create a head shape to build on. If you decide to use the balloon stand featured

throughout this book, blow up a balloon to roughly the size of your head and place it on a

cardboard base that is about as wide as your neck. MAKE YOUR OWN BOX If you can’t find

the right size box for any of the projects, you can always make your own box. First, cut out a

cardboard rectangle, fold it to make a rectangular tube, and secure it with tape. Then cut out

two cardboard squares and tape them over the ends of the tube.

CARDBOARD SKILLS 1 TEMPLATES FOR TRACING The templates at the back of the book

are there to help you draw more complex shapes. If you need to use a template for a project,

the instructions will tell you which page to find it on. Turn to the relevant page, trace the

template onto plain paper or tracing paper, and cut it out. Then, lay the paper cutout on

cardboard and draw around it for the exact shape you need. Occasionally, you’ll be instructed

to flip the template over to make a symmetrical shape. 213DEALING WITH MISHAPS! If you

accidentally tear a bit of cardboard or cut it too short, you could tape it together, glue it back

on, or just remake the piece. Similarly, if you don't like the color you've used for decorating, wait

until it's dry and then paint over it. Mistakes will happen, but don’t let that put you off—work

through them!NOW TRY THIS Most projects in this book have a section at the end called "Now

Try This," which will show you alternative ways to decorate your models, or things you can add

to them to make them extra special. You can even combine parts of two or more different

projects! For example, this book will show you how to turn your penguins from the Penguin

Family (page 88) into competitors in the game Racing Rabbits (page 44). Paint the racetrack in

icy colors. Add a paper tube to your penguins so they can join in the racing game.

TUBE OWLS Did you know that there are more than 200 species of owls? Now you can make

your very own collection of cute, colorful owls. Give them huge eyes to help them spot their

prey, and pointed talons so they can perch in the trees! Press the top of the tube down to give

your owl pointed ear tufts.

Decorate your owls in bright, contrasting colors.Paint large, round eyes onto your owls.

Cardboard Box Engineering: Cool, Inventive Projects for Tinkerers, Makers & Future Scientists,

Build Your Own Chain Reaction Machines: How to Make Crazy Contraptions Using Everyday
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Stuff--Creative Kid-Powered Projects!, A Kid's Guide to Awesome Duct Tape Projects: How to

Make Your Own Wallets, Bags, Flowers, Hats, and Much, Much More!, The Big Book of

Makerspace Projects: Inspiring Makers to Experiment, Create, and Learn, Awesome

Engineering Activities for Kids: 50+ Exciting STEAM Projects to Design and Build (Awesome

STEAM Activities for Kids), Cardboard Creations for Kids: 50 Fun and Inventive Crafts Using

Recycled Materials, Duct Tape Engineer: The Book of Big, Bigger, and Epic Duct Tape

Projects, Awesome Robotics Projects for Kids: 20 Original STEAM Robots and Circuits to

Design and Build (Awesome STEAM Activities for Kids), Boxitects, Crazy Contraptions: Build

Rube Goldberg Machines that Swoop, Spin, Stack, and Swivel: with Hands-On Engineering

Activities (Build It Yourself), Be a Maker, The Maker's Guide to Building Robots: A Step-by-Step
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Activities for Kids: 25 STEAM Construction Projects to Design and Build (Awesome STEAM

Activities for Kids), 100 Easy STEAM Activities: Awesome Hands-On Projects for Aspiring

Artists and Engineers

bam, “Beautiful projects. The projects in this book are gorgeous. Any child would be thrilled to

produce such beautiful designs. The only downside is that younger children would need a

great deal of help with cutting the sometimes intricate patterns.”

Kathryn Farhan, “Beautiful!. My crafty 6 year old son asked for Cardboard for Christmas. I saw

this book at the library and quickly skimmed thru it. I knew it was the perfect gift. It arrived

yesterday and I LOVE IT! The pictures are vibrant. The directions are thorough and easy

enough for children.  I can't wait for him to open it start creating.”

Raspberry, “9 year old boy LOVES this. My son uses this over and his younger sisters enjoy it

too. The projects are by level, so you can do owls out of toilet paper rolls with your little ones

but make something awesome with the older ones.Tip: Give this with some duct tape.”

Beata, “Beautiful projects for older kids. My kids are almost six. The projects is this book are

beautiful, but require way more patience and attention span than a younger kid has. These are

awesome projects. A younger kid would need lots of help and IMO would get bored, so then it’s

a parent project. Still, definitely worth buying. I’m going to put it on the self for now and wait a

few years. No regrets.”

lC, “Not Just For Children.. A very creative book. I love it! There are lots of ideas for keepsake

creations.”

ck, “Fun for all ages. Lots of guns ideas for kids, some they can do on their own, some required

adult help and supervision. Everyone enjoyed these projects, from my 2, 6, 8 and 10 yr old.

Older kids could do more without help.”

Teacher/Mother/Shopper, “Amazing - Must have. My son loves this. Great book for anyone who

enjoys making things out of cardboard and old boxes!”



HChN, “Wonderful. My son jst loved it”

Quants guy, “Best book for your child. The best book you can buy for your child. It'll keep your

little ones busy for hours and hours of fun.”

The book by Jemma Westing has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 193 people have provided feedback.
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